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www.lucysspicebox.com
Greetings from the Spice Box!
Happy Autumn!
We just wanted to thank everyone for your patience. It was not our plan to so
abruptly just halt the dinner take out but all of a sudden it seemed to be the best
alternative. The good news is that now the sweet little space we all loved to
gather at in Amador City will be become a restaurant.
We have spent the past 8 weeks attending many social/community gatherings to
see for ourselves what also has been happening on Thursday & Friday nights.
What a great array of totally unique events!
The Spice Box Community Table is officially on its way to becoming a reality! Our
first dinner will be on Friday, November 3 at the Amador Community Center. We
have loved this beautiful old building for a while now and especially hearing its
history, which is phenomenal and classic.
The dinner will be reservation preferred (we can take in limited walk‐ins), family‐
style and BYOB. We will provide glassware. The menu will be sent out in the next
2 weeks and provide all the extra information. We will offer a variety of options
(creatively). Reservations will be offered on our web site.
The other BIG news is Rita Hosking is coming back!! She and her husband Sean
will be playing for us at the AC Community Center on Sunday, November 12.
Concert will start at 6:00, doors opening at 5:00.
Tickets will be $20 general admission and a bowl of soup/bread can be purchased
for an additional $5. This is also a BYOB. We will provide glassware.
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Please let us know if you have any questions on the above! We will send out more
information closer to the dates.
We are looking forward to seeing everyone and being back in the food groove!
Best and Bon Appetit!
Lucy & Bill
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